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The Dialysis Holiday Specialists

Freedom Group Trip 
Crete 2024 
22nd Sept 2024 for 14 nights 
Our third group is departure Sunday 22nd September 2024 – 14 
nights Half Board to the 4* Petousis Hotel, Amoudara –Promises 
much more than luxury accommodation and beautiful scenery.

Within reach of one of Crete’s most appealing beaches, Petousis Hotel & Suites offers boutique-
style accommodation in Amoudara. A seasonal swimming pool, cosy restaurant and great 
location make this a fantastic choice for a family or couples’ holiday to Greece. 

Located in Amoudara, 500 metres from Amoudara Beach, Petousis Hotel & Suites provides 
accommodation with an outdoor swimming pool, free private parking, a garden, and a shared 
lounge. Providing a restaurant, the property also has a terrace and a bar. 

The accommodation features a 24-hour front desk, airport transfers, room service and free WiFi. 
The hotel will provide guests with air-conditioned rooms with a desk, a kettle, a minibar, a safety 
deposit box, a flat-screen TV, and a private bathroom with a shower. 

At Petousis Hotel & Suites every room is equipped with bed linen and towels. Breakfast is 
available daily, and includes buffet, continental and American options. The hotel dining and 
snack options are in the Lathari Restaurant, Petousis Restaurant, Vegera Lounge Bar and Coral 
Pool Bar

Dialysis will be at the wonderful Mesogeios Dialysis unit is approximately 10-15 minutes’ drive 
away and transport is also provided to and from dialysis.  Dialysis shifts available are Tuesday/
Thursday/Saturday – at 7am, 12noon or 5pm please specify your preference on the booking 
form.

A member of our team will be with you for the first 5-7 days of the trip.

Guide price – prices will be quoted and confirmed to you at the time of booking, we are unable 
to hold any prices, so the price is a guide and once you complete and return the booking form, 
we will be in touch to finalise the details and give you your final quote.  Prices include hotel on 
Half Board basis, flights and return airport transfer.  Prices are based on standard twin/double 
rooms, room upgrades available, prices on request.

There is also a £50 dialysis booking fee payable once confirmed for the dialysis arrangement 
side.

The travel arrangements are via our travel partners Millington Travel.

If you would like to join us on this group, please complete our group booking form, 
and return with a copy of your EHIC/GHIC and passport to 
laura@holidaydialysis.co.uk by 31/01/2024

Holiday Cost:

Gatwick (TUI) 20kg luggage
22SEP London Gatwick-Crete Heraklion 
07:10/13:05
06OCT Crete Heraklion-London Gatwick 
14:20/16:25
Double/twin for 2 adults sharing- £1600pp
Single room - £1910
Deposit £500 per person

Manchester (Jet2) 22kg luggage
22SEP Manchester-Crete Heraklion 
16:00/22:20
06OCT Crete Heraklion-Manchester 
23:10/01:40
Double/twin for 2 adults sharing- £1578pp
Single room - £1885
Deposit £60 per person
 
Birmingham (Jet2) 22kg luggage
22SEP Birmingham-Crete Heraklion 
15:10/21:15
06OCT Crete Heraklion-Birmingham 
22:15/00:45
Double/twin for 2 adults sharing- £1550 pp
Single room - £1860
Deposit £60 per person

Deposit due at the time the booking 
is confirmed by us, balance will be 
due by at the 30/06/2024.


